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We demonstrate an efficient coherent holographic beam combiner (CHBC) that uses angle multiplexing of
gratings in a thick polymeric substrate. Our experimental results compare well with the theoretical model
based on the coupled-wave theory of multiwave mixing in a passive medium. A CHBC of this type may prove
useful in producing a high-power laser by combining amplified beams produced by splitting a master oscillator. Furthermore, the ability to angle multiplex a large number of beams enables a CHBC to be used in
multiple-beam interferometry applications as a high-precision surface sensor. © 2005 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: 050.7330, 090.7330.

In recent years there has been a keen interest in producing high-power lasers by using the method of
beam combination. For some applications, such as a
Doppler laser radar, it is necessary to ensure that the
combined output is spectrally narrow. This requirement can be met by use of a coherent beam combiner
(CBC).1–6 For example, to circumvent the damage
threshold as well as the saturation constraints of optical amplifiers, one can first split a master oscillator
into N copies, each of which is then amplified without
affecting their mutual coherences. The amplified
beams are then combined by the CBC. In principle,
an N ⫻ 1 CBC system with amplification can be
implemented with a tree of conventional beam splitters, as shown in Fig. 1A.4 At every node of the tree
there is a 50/ 50 beam splitter. The same tree of beam
splitters operating in reverse combines the beams.
Maximum output is ensured by phase locking, which
can be implemented with electro-optic modulators
with feedback, for example. However, a much more
robust system that requires fewer optical components can be constructed with coherent holographic
beam combiners (CHBCs), as shown in Fig. 1B. In
addition, a CHBC can be used as a high-precision
surface sensor, as discussed below. A CHBC is a holographic structure with N superimposed commonBragg-angle gratings that one can prepare by recording the holograms sequentially, with the reference
wave incident at a fixed angle and the object wave incident at a different angle for each of the N
exposures.1,7
In this Letter we demonstrate a CHBC that uses
volumetric multiplexing of gratings in a thick polymeric substrate. Our experimental results compare
well with the theoretical model based on the coupledwave theory of multiwave mixing in phase
gratings.8–12 We assume that the gratings are recorded in a lossless dielectric material by plane
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waves propagating in the x – z plane and polarized in
the y direction. We restrict our analysis to the Braggmatching condition; the coupled-wave equations are
CRR / z = −j 兺 mSm and CSmSm / z = −jmR. Here R
and Sm are the amplitudes of the reference and the
mth diffracted waves, respectively. We define the
obliquity factors CR for the reference and CSm for the
mth diffracted waves as CR = z / ␤ and CSm = mz / ␤,
where  and m are the corresponding wave vectors
and ␤ is the propagation constant. The coupling constant is m = nm / , where nm is the amplitude of spatial modulation of the refractive index. The mth grating is characterized by grating strength m
= nmd / 关共CRCSm兲1/2兴, where d is the thickness of the
material. We define the diffraction efficiency of the
mth grating by m = 共兩CSm兩 / CR兲Sm共d兲Sm*共d兲.
In the beam-splitter mode, input wave R illuminates N superimposed gratings at the common Bragg
angle and couples into diffracted waves S1 . . . SN. The
waves produced by the CHBC have equal and maximum diffraction efficiencies when the N grating

Fig. 1. A, N ⫻ 1 CBC implemented with a tree of conventional 50/ 50 beam splitters. B, N ⫻ 1 CHBC (䉯, amplifier;
丢 , phase lock).
© 2005 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 2. a, Numerical simulations of beam profiles’ relative
diffraction efficiency  / 0 as a function of beam radius
关m兴.  = 0.23 for T and S1. Beam profiles of S2 . . . S6 are
similar to that of S1. b, c, Experimentally observed beam
profiles for the transmitted T and diffracted beams S1 . . . S6
for the six-beam splitter.

strengths satisfy the condition 共兺m2兲1/2 =  / 2. Therefore the optimal grating strengths are 1 = 2 = . . .
= N =  =  / 2冑N. From time-reversal symmetry of
Maxwell’s equations, it follows that a beam combiner
must show maximum diffraction efficiency for the
same grating strengths that would yield maximum
diffraction efficiencies for the beam-splitter mode.
The boundary conditions for the gratings in a beamsplitter mode at z = 0 can be written as R共0兲 = 1 and
S1共0兲 = S2共0兲 = . . . = SN共0兲 = 0. The solutions of the differential equations at z = d are R共d兲 = cos共冑N兲 and
Sm共d兲 = −j共1 / 冑N兲sin共冑N兲.
In the beam-combiner mode the waves S1 . . . SN illuminate the superimposed gratings, each at the corresponding Bragg angle, thus producing a combined
diffracted wave R. In the presence of a linear phase
delay between the N input waves, the boundary conditions at z = 0 are R共0兲 = 0, S1共0兲 = 1, S2共0兲 = exp共j兲,
S3共0兲 = exp共j2兲,
and
S4共0兲 = exp共j3兲 . . . SN共0兲
= exp关j共N−1兲兴, where  is the phase delay. Defining ␥
= 兺共兿CSm兲m2 / CSm, we obtain the solution at z = d to
be given by R共d兲 = −j关兿CSm / 共CR␥兲兴1/2兵兺m exp关j共m
− 1兲兴其sin关共␥ / 兿CSm兲1/2d兴. The intensity of the output
wave of a beam combiner is I = R共d兲R*共d兲.
Our holograms were written and read with a
frequency-doubled cw Nd:YAG laser operating at
532 nm. We recorded six angle-multiplexed holograms in the photopolymer-based Memplex thick holographic material developed by Laser Photonics
Technology, Inc.13 The incident angle of reference
wave R was held constant during every exposure.
Beams S1 . . . S6 were recorded at fixed angular intervals. During the readout, reference beam R illuminated the holograms at the common Bragg angle, and
beams S1 . . . S6 were reconstructed simultaneously.
The numerical simulation results for beam profiles
are presented in Fig. 2a. Figures 2b and 2c show the
experimental transmitted 共T兲 and diffracted beam
profiles. We estimated the value of  = 0.23 by fitting
the numerical simulation curves to the experimentally observed beam profiles. This value is only
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slightly larger than  =  / 2冑6 ⬇ 0.204, at which the
maximum diffraction efficiency is achieved.
The optical setup for demonstrating a six-beam
combiner is presented in Fig. 3. The input beam from
the laser illuminates the hologram in the direction of
reference R. The gratings act as a beam splitter, producing six diffracted waves (indicated by solid lines
in the figure). The six waves are collimated by a lens
and reflected by a tilted mirror. The lens is placed a
focal length away from both the CHBC and the mirror to create a 4f imaging system. The mirror is rotated with a piezoelectric element by a small angle to
vary the phase delay. The angle is small enough that
the reflected beams remain Bragg matched. Phase
delay  between the adjacent waves is a constant for
a given angle of the mirror. The six reflected waves
illuminate the hologram in the beam-combiner mode.
The combined beam is partially reflected by a 60% reflecting beam splitter and monitored by a photodetector.
Figure 4 (top) shows the numerical simulations of
the equations above for the output intensity of a sixbeam combiner with unit intensity input beams as a
function of phase delay  for three values of ,
0.204, 0.123, and 0.08. The intensity profile obtained by solution of the coupled-wave equations resembles the familiar multiple-beam interference pattern. We estimate the finesse 共F兲 of the CHBCs by
dividing the peak-to-peak angular bandwidth [called
the free angular range (FAR)] by the half-peak intensity angular bandwidth 共⌬1/2兲. Whereas the maximum intensity varies as a function of , all three
cases have the same finesse value, F = 6. Note that
this value is the same as that of N, the number of
beams combined, as is to be expected because the finesse of any resonator is directly related to the number of beams that contribute to the peak of the interference curve. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the intensity
of the partially reflected combined beam measured by
the photodetector. We estimate the finesse of this sixbeam combiner to be 5.7, which is very close to the
theoretical value of 6.
We denote by I0 the sum of the intensities of diffracted beams S1 . . . S6 measured just after the CHBC
when it is operating as a beam splitter. As  = 0.23
for our CHBC, the peak of the output intensity of the

Fig. 3. Six-beam splitter–combiner experiment. The scanning angle is very small, so the reflected beams are Bragg
matched.
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ric study of the unknown surface. Sharp fringes can
be obtained with multiple-beam interferometry, thus
providing a much higher resolution than that achievable with simple two-beam interferometry. For example, one can detect unknown surface displacement
D by observing a shift of the fringes with an accuracy
limited by 共SNR兲⌬D = 共F兲 / , where  is the signalto-noise ratio. Previously reported holographic
multiple-beam interferometry techniques relied on
the nonlinear properties of the holographic material,
thus generating the beams as multiple diffraction
orders.14–17 Using a CHBC made with volume gratings allows for interferometry with a much higher
number of beams 共⬃1000兲 and, therefore, higher precision in measurements.18 In addition, it is possible
to make a CHBC by angle multiplexing beams in
horizontal and vertical directions and thus to obtain
two-dimensional information about the vibrating surface.
To summarize, we have demonstrated a CHBC for
six beams at 532 nm that uses volumetric multiplexing of gratings in a thick polymeric substrate. Our experimental results compare well with the theoretical
model based on the coupled-wave theory of multiwave mixing in a passive medium.

Fig. 4. Top, simulation results for the intensity of the output wave of a six-beam combiner with unit intensity input
beams as a function of phase delay  for three values of .
Solid curve,  = 0.204; dashed curve,  = 0.123; dotted
curve,  = 0.08. Bottom, intensity measured by a photodetector in the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3. The difference in spacing between the peaks is due to a slight nonlinearity in the angle scan.

six-beam combiner was calculated to be 0.97I0. Because we used a 60% reflection beam splitter, the detected intensity of the output beam from the sixbeam combiner, corrected for the Fresnel reflection
from the hologram’s surface, was expected to be
⬃0.5I0. However, the height of the largest peak in
Fig. 4 (bottom) was measured to be ⬃0.4I0. The discrepancy from the theoretically expected value is perhaps attributable to the residual imperfections in the
experimental process as well as to the inherent assumptions in the coupled-wave theory analysis. For
example, whereas the theoretical model assumes the
use of plane waves, the actual beams employed had
transverse intensity distributions that are Gaussian
in nature. In addition, the analysis assumes perfect
Bragg matching, which is difficult to achieve experimentally.
As we described above, a CHBC may be useful in
producing high-power laser beams. In addition, a
CHBC may find applications as a high-precision surface sensor. For instance, if we replace the rotating
mirror with some unknown specularly reflecting surface in the experimental setup in Fig. 3, we can use
the CHBC to perform a multiple-beam interferomet-
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